Services
Light Body
Energy Work & Coded Activations
Your Light Body is a Grid of Living Light, Colors, Harmonic Frequency and Love. It
is an Energy Body that exists at a Higher Level and Exists over your Physical Body.
It is always Activated and Spiraling within the Energy of Sacred Geometry. Your
Light Body is intelligent and Services the Embodiment’s Makeup and its
infrastructure. It’s Coded through the Christed-Consciousness of the great
universe, and it applies frequency to facilitate the Charkas (Seals) and the physical,
emotional, mental and spirit bodies. When in tune with your Lower body, it
generates and radiates Light Energy in an accelerated manner to the Higher Self,
and continues to connect you through an Electromagnetic Field of Love, to your
Multi-Dimensional Aspects of the Universe.
The Sacred Geometry of the Light body is also referenced as the Merkaba.
Mer = Light
Ka = Spirit
Ba = Body
The Merkaba is the Spiritual Body surrounded by rotating fields of Light, which
transports the Spirit body from one dimension to the next.
Everyone is beginning to feel the integration of this profound energy called Light.
We must understand that this occurrence of filtrated light is very strong, and it
must occur for the continual Evolvement of this new beginning.
The first phase of Illuminating the Light Body is to be Released of all past negative
Karma and begin to focus on the Present, the Zero Point of Light, so that the Body
Can Heal and Balance, as to live in a future life of Peace.
The Time is Now, and the Beginning of our Tomorrow, starts Today.

The gifts that behold you, are among you always, but tend to lie dormant for eons.
It is during the ascension process that you begin to Re-Awaken these gifts while in
the Presence of this Energy. The emergence of Light into your body is increasing
constantly, and as we continue to let go and be released of old, past negative
energy held within, we begin to Heal and become Whole.
The Light Body is Activated when one begins to open the Gateways of Goodness,
which is the Internal Energy Fields that house and support the soul’s journey of all
lives. This Gateway is the Higher Plane of Living Light, the Soul Plane.
When Awakening the Light Body, imbalanced and less harmonious energies begin
to tune into a Higher Frequency, and begin to automatically Resolve from the
Looping Patterns that once inflicted the Bodies to be able to heal. The Soul’s
Experience is an Energy of Light that radiates from within as an Eternal Flame (I
Am). This Flame is in a constant, consistent connectivity to Oneness or Divine Love.
The Light Body expands the Mental thoughts of Integrity, channeling and
connecting to the Universal Mind of Intelligence. Your Mind Beautiful begins to
stay connected to the Universal Mind, as conscious thought forms are born into a
state of conscious awareness that reflects the light of your soul, in turn channeling
your actions, thoughts and deeds.
The Light Body is Illumined, Insightful, Loving, Blissful and helps one to be fully
connected to the Whole Body, the I Am as a Mastery of Self co-collectively and
consciously within All that Is.
Consciously Connecting to our Light Body is an Honor and Grace to Self, and one of
the Experiences one begins to live within this life. The connection to the Higher
Self, is the Path to the Whole Self, as an Achievement into the Divine I Am.
When the Light body is Awakened, one can feel a greater sense of ability, and SelfEmpowerment. When the emotional bodies are balanced and in harmony with the
day-to-day interactions of life, one is calm and centered, and filled with love and
compassion, freedom and joy.
Light Body Energy Work & Coded Activations ~

The Light Body Activates the 7 Charkas (Seals) connecting to the 4 subtle energy
bodies; physical, emotional, mental and spirit.
Light body Activations are an Infusion of Light, Harmonics and Colors from a higher
frequency, anchoring to the physical structure these amazing and powerful Light
fractals of dimensional energies into the embodiment. As an Upgrade from the 3rdDimensional mattered body begins to occur, the conversion process into the 5thDimensional Deity Light Body becomes more and more Activated and Balanced.
Activating the Light Body assists the denser body to be free from old and hardened
cellular clots and blockages. Most times the Mind doesn’t understand the
automatic changes channeling and occurring throughout the makeup of the
Embodiment. This happens in an organic and natural occurrence of the Intelligent
Body and its Divine Design.

***All Light Body Energy Work & Coded Activations are done in Person and
Private.

Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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